The War Office,
A.M.D.5.
London, S.W.1.
25 October, 1944.

Dear Sir,

Reference your letter of 19th October, 1944.

Your article on "The Therapeutic Use of Vitamin C" is being published in the Journal of the R.A.M.C. for November, 1944.

Owing to printing difficulties and the uncertainties of postal arrangements, it is not possible to send proofs of the paper to you. Your article will, however, be carefully read.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Lieut.-Colonel,
Asst. Editor.

Captain W.R.G. Atkins, F.R.S., R.A.M.C.,
Meteorological Office,
Air Ministry,
Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.
Dear Fisher,

The letter is of course in our joint names. I don't know whether we get any reprints, but as have before, now been sent reprints of the Corp Journal articles. I expect we do. I am greatly obliged to you for your collaboration. Your thoughts work out that vitamin C job ended by getting much interested, but later (and collecting) soon writing is a hot stuff. Hope all goes well with you. I am in a pleasant post with excellent opportunities for most interesting research - a blend of the physical and physiological - mostly on visibility. Yours sincerely,

W.P.S. Attena